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Abstract
There has been of late a resurgence of rumbles in the ranks of authors of musical
works and literary works who in jargon are referred to as writers or songwriters,
globally, as to the actual rules and best practices with respect to the collecting of
performing right royalty income arising from works, they have authored and coauthored. These rumbles have not been confined to authors but exacerbated by the
dramatic increase in investment in copyright as an asset class, digitization,
streaming and other issues that have occurred of late, has also spread to the ranks
of the publishers, now increasingly populated by investors of the financial kind.
A primary reason for the rumbles appears to be inter alia the shoddy service, lack of
transparency and in many cases, dishonesty carried out by collective management
organizations (CMO) across the world, to such an extent that authors have had to
consider which CMO does or can do the best job and with that in mind how to
structure their performing right royalty collections, exactly how, where and from
whom such should be received, when options are limited. In the mix and playing a
significant role in this consideration are a number of wild cards in the form of ethical
and moral issues, tax, administration, and currency costs, and critically timeous
disclosure to the relevant authorities.
This paper unpacks, in the context of authors, including composers and arrangers,
who are members of one CMO, SAMRO, the actual landscape that a SAMRO author
member is faced with and the considerations that an author must consider when
deciding on how to structure their performing right royalty collections. All CMOs
dealing with performing rights are CISAC members, subject to CISAC’s rules and
tools, the same rules and the same tools for every such CMO, meaning that it is not
just a CMOs rules an author must be mindful of, but CISAC’s rules as well. Other
factors that play a role in an author’s decision, such as language, genre, territoriality,
and location of performing right use of their works, the extent of a diaspora that can
access their works on streaming platforms, and the actual impact on their performing
right income.
The whole idea that an author, at a certain point of success in their career, must
relook how their performing right income is collected, is certainly not new. In many
ways the precursor to relooking, has been the need for an author just simply to
access her/his collecting performing right income, in particular if an author was
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subject to exile from their home country. CISAC accepted the splitting and
transferring of CMO membership.
A significant and stark reality an author must navigate in the realm of all CMOs
regardless of geographical location in seeking to structure their CMO performing
right income is the private nature of copyright law and the ubiquitous use of private
contracts wherever copyright law is applicable. An author will find that what is the law
and what the rules are, do not always align, rather blurring at times, with the rules
purposely yet with without a ripple or a quibble, bypassing the law.
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Glossary of terms
Act

Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended, Copyright Regulations and
where applicable includes the Performers Protection Act 11 of 1967 as
amended

artist

has the meaning of a performer.

author

of musical works and literary works as per the Act and includes the
authorial roles that qualify for SAMRO membership composer, author,
arranger, and adaptor as well as the term writer or songwriter in relation
to a musical and/or literary work.

CAPASSO

means Composer, Authors and Publishers Association NPC.

CISAC

means Confédération Internationale des Sociétés d'Auteurs et
Compositeurs.

CISAC Rules means the aggregate of CISAC member agreements including the
Professional Rules, Binding Rules, CIS-Net Business Rules, CIS-Net
tools user agreement and matrix agreements variously
CMO

collective management organization or collection society that is a
CISAC member.

copyright

means, in South Africa, the works listed in Ch 1 Section 2 (1) of the
Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended

copyright law means the legal framework, the statute(s) and regulations governing
copyright in any country.
DALRO

means the Dramatic, Artistic and Literary Rights Organisation, a
SAMRO subsidiary.

Interested party

means any of a composer, author, arranger, and/or adaptor in a

work, who has an authorship claim in fact to a work, whether a CMO
member or not.
IPN#

means an Interested Party Name number, formerly the “CAE#”, a
number assigned to all CMO members, including purported CMO
members that are neither natural or juristic persons, nor qualified in
terms of either.
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literary work has the meaning as per the Act and includes lyrics and words, alone or
combined with musical works.
MOI

Memorandum of Incorporation, hereunder referring specifically to
SAMRO’s MOI.

musical work has the meaning as per the Act and includes as long as original, socalled beats as well as instrumentals.
musician

has the meaning of a performer.

performer

has the meaning as per the Act and includes musicians and artists,
who perform live, on sound recordings and/or films.

Performing rights

means the performing right in musical and literary works as per

Ch 1 Sec 6 (c) of the Act and for the purpose of this paper includes the
broadcasting right (d) and the transmission through a diffusion service
right (e).
Reproduction rights means the reproduction right in musical and literary works as
per Ch 1 Sec 6 (a) of the Act and for the purpose of this paper includes
the publishing right (b) and the adaptation right (f).
SAFCA

South African Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers Ltd
a precursor to SAMRO.

SAMRO

means the Southern African Music Rights Organization.

SAMRO member

means natural persons being only a composer, author, arranger
and adaptor, as well as juristic person being a (music) publisher
or qualified in terms of such juristic person.

SAMRO Principal Territories

mean South Africa, Kingdom of Lesotho and

eSwatini.
sound recording

has the meaning as per the Act and is often referred to as a

track.
writer

has the meaning of an author and includes songwriter.

work

has the meaning as per the Act and in this paper refers specifically to
musical and literary works, often referred in jargon as a song or title.
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There has been of late a resurgence of rumbles in the ranks of authors of musical
works and literary works who in jargon are referred to as writers or songwriters,
globally, as to the actual rules and best practices with respect to the collecting of
performing right royalty income, arising from works, they have authored and coauthored. These rumbles have not been confined to authors but exacerbated by the
dramatic increase in investment in copyright as an asset class, digitization,
streaming and other issues that have occurred of late, has also spread to the ranks
of the publishers, now increasingly populated by investors of the financial kind.
Primary reasons for the rumbles appears inter alia to be the shoddy service, lack of
transparency and in many cases, dishonesty carried out by collective management
organizations (CMO) across the world, to such an extent that authors have had to
consider which CMO does or can do the best job and with that in mind how to
structure their performing right royalty collections exactly how, where and from whom
such should be received, when options are limited. In the mix and playing a
significant role in this consideration are a number of wild cards in the form of ethical
and moral issues, tax, administration, and currency costs, and critically timeous
disclosure to the relevant authorities.
This paper unpacks, in the context of authors, including composers and arrangers,
who are members of one CMO, SAMRO, the actual landscape that a SAMRO author
member is faced with and the considerations that an author must consider when
deciding on how to structure their performing right royalty collections. All CMOs
dealing with performing rights are CISAC members, subject to CISAC’s rules and
tools, the same rules and the same tools for every such CMO, meaning that it is not
just a CMOs rules an author must be mindful of, but CISAC’s rules as well. Other
factors that play a role in an author’s decision, such as language, genre, territoriality,
and location of performing right use of their works, the extent of a diaspora that can
access their works on streaming platforms, and the actual impact on their performing
right income.
The whole idea that an author, at a certain point of success in their career, must
relook how their performing right income is collected, is certainly not new. In many
ways the precursor to relooking, has been the need for an author just simply to
access her/his collecting performing right income, in particular if an author was
subject to exile from their home country. CISAC accepted the splitting and
transferring of CMO membership.
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A significant and stark reality an author must navigate in the realm of all CMOs
regardless of geographical location in seeking to structure their CMO performing
right income is the private nature of copyright law and the ubiquitous use of private
contracts wherever copyright law is applicable. An author will find that what is the law
and what the rules are, do not always align, rather blurring at times, with the rules
purposely yet with without a ripple or a quibble, bypassing the law.
SAMRO, as is the case with every CISAC member CMO, collects performing right
royalty income globally for its members. It does not matter where an author’s CMO
membership is in the world, to collect from the SAMRO Principal Territories SAMRO
does the licensing and collection for performing rights, which SAMRO owns. An
author whose works are performed in the SAMRO Principal Territories never
“bypasses” SAMRO to receive performing right royalty income, regardless as to
where the author has CMO membership. So the ‘where’, is the territory covered by
the gamut of CISAC’s membership, every country that has a CISAC member CMO.

SAMRO as a CMO is briefly characterized as follows:


An NPO, subject to the Companies Act, with its founding document, since
2013, being its Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI). For just short of its first
50 years, SAMRO operated as a company limited by guarantee.



A membership organization, that has as members, natural persons, being
only a composer, author, arranger and adaptor, as well as juristic persons,
being a (music) publisher or qualified in terms of such juristic person.



Which takes assignment of performing rights from author members, owns
such performing rights, licenses such to licensees, shares licensee income
with author and publisher members.



A CISAC member, subject to CISAC Rules, since the 1960’s, having been
represented in its former guise as SAFCA by the PRS on a global mandate
basis.
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Has no formal accreditation as a CMO under law in South Africa, as such is
not required or legislated yet for Section 6 rights (musical works and literary
works), only Section 9 rights (sound recordings).

It is useful to keep in mind…that all CMOs for musical and literary works (for
performing rights rights):


Are members of CISAC and governed by CISAC Rules.



As CISAC members are signatories to the same Professional Rules, Binding
Rules, CIS-Net Business Rules, CIS-Net tools user agreement and matrix
agreements variously.



Use and operate on the same CIS-Net tools ISWC, IPI and CIS-Net systems,
with the latter being the sole data exchange globally.



Are incapable of operating without access to CIS-Net and the CIS tools.



Own the performing right in the musical and literary works of a country’s
historic membership.



Own the rest of the world’s CMO members’ performing rights in their country.



Operate as monopolies (with few exceptions most notably the US where there
is an oligopoly) – whether by law or by fact

The principal difference (apart from the obvious name/market size/languages/culture
etc) between different CMOs is the legal system (national or regional in particular) of
the country where a CMO is the monopoly (or in the case of the US oligopoly)

Licensees of performing rights in musical and literary works and the collection of fees
are the backbone of CMO financial survival globally. Licensees are the sole
customer sources of CMOs in any CMO territory and specifically its blanket licenses
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form the largest portion of a CMO’s income. Licensees cannot and nor are interested
to deal with or clear multiple licensees for performing rights. Licensees of works,
such as television, radio and places of public entertainment absolutely need access
to performing rights clearance and blanket licenses to operate. With the online
platforms and streaming, this is paramount.

SAMRO and all CMOs are the sole and exclusive licensors (collectors and
distributors of license fees) in their respective countries (with the exception of the
USA where an CMO oligopoly operates) in respect of the performing rights:



Of all musical and literary works in the country.



Of all musical and literary works from the rest of the world.

SAMRO collects internationally on the works whose performing rights it owns via its
CISAC sister societies and vice versa. The status quo globally is that licensees find it
advantageous to utilise the monopoly structures (whether de iure or de facto) of
CMOs as the most efficient way to secure and pay for licenses. So, licensees are the
money…and legal certainty is of crucial importance in the conclusion of blanket
licenses, to both parties. This is a very powerful dynamic not to be underestimated
and to be leveraged with great care by both parties, so time has told.

The primary legal framework in South Africa that applies to copyright and SAMRO
can be aggregated as follows:


Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended (including the Copyright Regulations)



Companies Act 71 of 2008 as amended.



Financial Intelligence Centre Act 38 of 2001 as amended, and



Currency and Exchanges Act, 9 of 1933 (including the Exchange Control
Regulations) as amended.



Competition Act 35 0f 1989 as amended
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Opinions vary however most would agree that all of the above have serious
implications for an author and it must be said on SAMRO. Arguably the statute most
ignored by owners of copyright, is Section 10 of the Exchange Control Regulations
1961 (as promulgated by Government Notice R.1111 of 1 December 1961 and
amended up to Government Notice No. R.445 in Government Gazette No. 35430 of
8 June 2012).
Section 10 deals with the restrictions on the export of capital from South Africa and
for the author and SAMRO, the following Sections are critical:



“10. (1) No person shall, except with permission granted by the Treasury and
in accordance with such conditions as the Treasury may impose -….
enter into any transaction whereby capital or any right to capital is directly or
indirectly exported from the Republic”
read with



“(4) For the purposes of sub-regulation (1)(c)- (a) ’capital’ shall include,
without derogating from the generality of that term, any intellectual property
right, whether registered or unregistered; and (b) ’exported from the Republic’
shall include, without derogating from the generality of that term, the cession
of, the creation of a hypothetic or other form of security over, or the
assignment or transfer of any intellectual property right, to or in favour of a
person who is not resident in the Republic”

The basic implication to any owner of copyright, in this instance the owner of musical
work performing rights (e.g. SAMRO) or reproduction rights (e.g. publishers), is that
Treasury permission is required to transfer the copyrights outside South Africa; and
what a review of the landscape confirms is that non-compliance is rampant and
South African authors, and the state are financial prejudiced and impoverished as a
result.
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Given SAMRO’s de facto monopoly with respect to the licensing of performing rights
in musical works, if an author expected some degree of oversight provided by the
Competition Act 35 0f 1989 as amended, such author would be mistaken, as when it
comes to copyright, the Competition Act 35 0f 1989 as amended provides in the view
of some, a proverbial “get out of jail free card” essentially washing its hands of any
oversight. According to the Intellectual Property Policy of The Republic of South
Africa Phase 1 2018:

“Under provisions of the Competition Act, a party can apply for an exemption from
the application of parts of the provisions of the Competition Act, subject to relevant
criteria. More specifically, in limited circumstances, section 10(4) of the Competition
Act exempts agreements or practices which may relate to the exercise of specific
IPRs such as patents, copyright and trademarks. Examples of agreements which
may fall within the scope of exemption provisions under the Competition Act include
delayed entry agreements, no challenge clauses, market division and allocation,
tying, rebates and discounts, exclusive licensing, refusal to licence or supply, price
fixing, information sharing and standard setting.”

It is not known, and neither has SAMRO or the Competition Commission ever
disclosed, whether SAMRO’s agreements and practices have been exempted from
compliance of the with Competition Act 35 0f 1989 as amended

SAMRO is also subject to a rules framework


SAMRO MOI – accessible at SAMRO’s website



SAMRO Performing Rights Royalty Distribution Rules – accessible at
SAMRO’s website



CISAC Rules – these are not accessible to a SAMRO member, author or
publisher

South Africa’s current copyright law, Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended, which
arises from 1916 to 1965 a verbatim copy of the British Imperial Copyright Act,
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remains firmly in 2021 in the common law copyright tradition, where in basic terms
only certain works are eligible for copyright, attention to moral rights is very low on
the totem pole, exceptions are limited on a fair dealing basis and generally capital
trumps creativity. With the exception of a musical work, all other works eligible for
copyright can be commissioned and the separation of authorship and ownership is
entrenched by assignment.

Musical works and literary works, the specific copyrights this paper considers, are
defined in and governed by the Act, with the performing right in musical and literary
works being what this paper will focus on, leaving aside the reproduction rights.

As noted above and beyond the legal basis of copyright law and the performing right
in musical and literary works are organizations and their rules – in this instance
SAMRO and its MOI and Distribution Rules, as well as CISAC and its rules.

Notwithstanding, in the Act the word “author” means in respect of musical and
literary works, the person who first creates or makes the work, a composer is not
defined in the Act, nor is an arranger or an adaptor. In long established business
practice, a composer (of musical works), an author (or words), an adaptor (of words),
and an arranger (of music) all have the same meaning from a role point of view as
an author in law. In this paper the word “author” is used and includes all roles used in
practice.

Ch 1 Sec 22 (1) of the Act allows for the separation of authorship and ownership of
copyright by three means, one of which is an assignment (the others being a
testamentary disposition (will) and an operation of law). In practice in South Africa
the separation (of authorship and ownership) in musical and literary works is and has
been for more than fifty years, routine with respect to:



Performing rights (to SAMRO by assignment in the membership agreement).
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To be a SAMRO member an author assigns his/her performing rights in
his/her works to SAMRO, making SAMRO the owner of the performing rights
in the author’s past, present and future works


Reproduction (mechanical) rights (to a publisher via assignment in a
publishing agreement or exclusive re agreement).
To have a publisher, an author assigns his/her reproduction rights to the
publisher, making the publisher the owner of the reproduction rights in the
works whether past, present, and future works, agreed between the parties. If
the author does not own the publisher, the author has effectively lost all
ownership rights in works they have authored.

In practice, the vast majority of authors of musical and/or literary work performing
rights, do not hold of any rights ownership/holder position in copyright at a CMO or
for that matter if the author is published by a 3rd party publisher, the author will hold
no reproduction rights either.

Not content with the denuding and disembowelment of rights of an author, the
private contracts at the heart of copyright law, enable assignment by an author to be
for the life of copyright of the works made during the term of contract i.e., for 50
years after the death of the author.

So, the only rights retained by an author (after SAMRO and a publisher) are her/his
moral rights and royalty receipt/remuneration ‘rights’. Becoming a SAMRO member
not only sees an author part with (assign/transfer/make-over) the ownership of the
performing right in favour of SAMRO, but also sees the author become subject to
SAMRO MOI and Rules and CISAC member rules. SAMRO, like every CMO, is and
has been the publisher of the performing right since their respective inceptions.

Contrary to SAMRO’s view that the MOI “is regarded as the Constitution of the
organisation” the MOI some opine, is a shoddy and deceptive document, unfit for
purpose, riddled with made-up terms that attempt (badly) to camouflage the
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underlying truth that SAMRO takes ownership of the performing right in musical
works…and not “administration” as SAMRO would have everyone believe, which for
reasons which can be speculated on, is uncomfortable with. When one has swept
aside the verbose debris littering the MOI, bypassing defined terms such as:


“IP Rights”.



“Administered IP Rights”.



“Administration Rights”.



“Member’s Granted IP Rights”.



“Performing right”.



“Work of Music”.



“Work of Music Performance”.

….and arriving at:

1. The defined term “Assign/Assignor” having the meaning in the MOI:
““Assign” has its ordinary meaning, read together with the IP Related
Legislation and, in regard to Members and Applicants assigning rights to the
Company for Administration shall, unless agreed otherwise in writing, without
limitation, be an assignment that results in the rights comprising the
Administered IP Rights being transferred to, and vested in, the Company by
the Applicant or Member who was vested with such rights immediately prior to
such assignment (“Assignor”) for the purpose of empowering the Company to
exclusively (unless otherwise agreed as contemplated in clause 29.7)
Administer the Administered IP Rights in its own name on the terms and
conditions set out in this MOI read together with the Administration of IP
Rights Agreement, and “Assignment” shall have a corresponding meaning;”
(underlined by the researcher)

2. The defined term “Administration of IP Rights Agreement”, which to this day
does not and has never existed in SAMRO’s suite of documentation, having
never changed from the document aptly named “Deed of Assignment –
operative in all parts of the world” with the essential language being:
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3. The (undefined term) “vested in the Company” which garners ten mentions in
a MOI word search.
4. SAMRO’s stated objectives as inter alia set out generally in clause 4.1 and
more specifically in clause 4.1.2
“4.1.2.

to acquire by way of Assignment, licence, agreement or other
means the rights to Administer the Administered IP Rights
including, without limitation, to authorise -

4.1.2.1.

the performance of copyright works in public (including in
respect of Works of Music);

4.1.2.2.

the broadcasting of the copyright works;

4.1.2.3.

the causing of the copyright works to be transmitted in a
Diffusion Service; and” (underlined by the researcher)

Leaving aside that
a) “Works of Music” are not works eligible for copyright as set out in Ch 1 Sec
2 (1) of the Act (see below) and as such do not exist in law.
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“Works eligible for copyright
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the following works, if they are
original, shall be eligible for copyright(a) literary works;
(b) musical works;
(c) artistic works;
(d) cinematograph films;
(e) sound recordings;
(f) broadcasts;
(g) programme -carrying signals;
(h) published editions;
(i) computer programs.”
b) “IP Rights” are not rights recognized in any copyright law statute or defined
elsewhere in law.
c) Musical works and literary works are absent from the definition.
d) “copyright works” is a misnomer when a “work” has the meaning in Act as
“a work contemplated in Section 2” and SAMRO’s rights apply specifically
to performing rights in musical works and literary works only, and not to
rights in entrepreneurial works such as sound recordings and films.

….it can be concluded, with a degree of certainty that SAMRO’s primary intention
and business is the ownership of the performing rights in musical works, and the
exploitation of those rights in its interest, the whole idea of administration as a
defined term (see below) being axiomatically a smokescreen to obscure and
obfuscate SAMRO’s real, not perceived, actuality of being the publisher of the
performing right.
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““Administer” includes the rights of the Company to control, administer, make
use of, exploit, commercialise, license, or enforce the relevant IP Rights (being
the Administered IP Rights) and the exercise of such rights as contemplated in
clause 29 (Administration of IP Rights), in accordance with this MOI and the
Administration of IP Rights Agreement or an agreement contemplated in clause 33
(Third Party Agreements); and “Administered”, “Administration” and “Administering”
shall have corresponding meanings”

Inescapably from the plain language of the definition is that the rights are the rights
of ownership, that “Administration” as set out above and as defined in the MOI, has
in fact the meaning of “ownership”.

It has been said that old power hides in plain sight. An author could, upon realization
that in fact SAMRO is the publisher of the performing right, ask

1. “Why then is 50% of my performing right income paid to a publisher? When
SAMRO, the publisher has already taken its “publisher’s share?””

…or put another way….

2. ”What has the publisher of the reproduction rights, got to do with a share of
the performing right income?”

Actually it is hardly arduous to pose these queries….and more….but exceptionally
arduous to follow through on, as this state of affairs has existence for 90 plus years
and there is no record found, anywhere, that a single author has ever challenged
this.

It is worth noting another issue, being the manner in the MOI, in which “literary
works” are addressed. There are in total eight mentions of “literary work”:
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1. A single mention In the definition of a “Work of Music”.
2. Seven mentions in clause 3.1.2. beginning as below, which speak directly in
the objectives to both a conundrum and to a conflict of interest that SAMRO
faces, given SAMRO’s ownership of a subsidiary called DALRO:

“to, directly or through a Subsidiary support a viable and sustainable literary,
artistic and dramatic industry, society and culture by administering the
intellectual property rights attaching literary works, artistic works, published
editions (as defined in the Copyright Act) and Grand Rights (“Literary and
Artistic IP Rights”)”

Rather than address the legal reality that words are literary works, a separate
copyright work and that in its notification SAMRO refers to “words”, the MOI does not
define a “literary work”. Instead the MOI errs by attempting as an alternative to force
the ill-informed and ill-logical creation of a “Work of Music” inclusive of a musical and
literary work, passing such off as a work eligible for copyright, when such is not, but
an otiose outcome in law and fact, a musical work and a literary work are two
different types of copyright. There is no dictate in the MOI that changes this, certainly
not the square peg in a round hole that the definition of “Works of Music” attempts.

It stands to reason that the very existence of made-up terms such as “Work of
Music” in SAMRO’s MOI was not accidental but purposeful, and there are a number
of such terms swilling about the MOI. The very existence of the MOI and its
language as is, viewed against the observations made hereunder, confirms deep
non-coherence in views as regards the functionality and standing of SAMRO’S MOI.

It can be argued that there might be deep concern from an organizational point of
view upon the realization that the CMO business model SAMRO has pursued, sees
it devoid of any standing with respect to a SAMRO author member’s literary work
rights, sacrificing same against its vested interests in DALRO, always biased to the
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latter due to its ownership of DALRO. This is a complex conundrum that is yet to be
addressed by SAMRO or challenged by an author.

It would be prudent for every SAMRO member, including those new entrants to be
mindful about autocratic power vested in SAMRO’s Board and their decisions. There
are sixteen uses of the word “discretion”, fifteen which apply to the Board’s
discretion, and many which apply to “sole” and/or “absolute” discretion of the Board,
in its decision making. Seen through the lens of Conway’s Law, it can be argued that
SAMRO’s Board is not interested in dissenting views to its decisions, buttressing
same with finality language manifest in “sole” and/or “absolute”.

If an author is a new entrant, a starter pack, a mafikizolo so to speak, with few
musical and/or literary works the chances the author has any knowledge of what has
been traversed thus far hereunder are slim to nil, and the chances that she/he will
take SAMRO membership are 99%.

In a way its different strokes for different folks in that different sectors demand
different levels of productivity from an author. In South Africa, an author who authors
an album’s worth per year of say 12 to 15 works or who authors 12 to 15 singles per
year has a vastly different productivity than an author who composes for film,
television and/or advertisements, where every job entails anything from 5 to 50
works, three or 4 times a year, totalling 100 of more works per year.

Either way, it does not take too many years for an author to run into significant
challenges with his/her relationship with SAMRO, its reporting and accounting, and
for many authors, it does not too much longer for deep distrust of SAMRO to
develop. This a vexing place for an author to arrive at, with the monopoly power
SAMRO is, especially when the author does not live in Johannesburg, that for most
authors there are no alternatives to deal with.
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What do SAMRO author members do? Well, most live in a permanent state of
resignation that things are wrong and will never change. A few, less than 5% of
current SAMRO membership will make a real effort to address issues arising,
whether being vocal at annual AGMs, engaging in back and forth email
communications, occasional meetings with generic customer service representatives
who don’t have the power to make decisions and don’t have the knowledge to
answer questions, engage in media interviews and file complaints variously. All as
the author discovers over time to little and mostly no avail.

The SAMRO author member then knows for sure:



SAMRO is and has been in various guises since 1961, a de facto monopoly in
South Africa for performing rights (includes live performance, broadcast, and
transmission through diffusion service rights).



Being a South African citizen and domiciled in South Africa the author is
bereft of choice of collection society for performing rights, beyond SAMRO,
and cannot license such performing rights directly to licensees on his/her own.



Practically speaking, SAMRO is the only option, whether good or not, for most
South African authors.

So what options does an author , a SMRO author, really have?

Very few……the landscape confirms….options are extremely limited.

Keeping in mind that SAMRO owns the performing right in musical works, by
assignment, any change requiring SAMRO Board’s approval, it can be said that the
author has at least five options with respect to collection of their performing right
income:
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1. Apply to and motivate SAMRO’s Board to allow the author, as a SAMRO
member to take advantage of SAMRO’s MOI clause 29.4 and splitting
membership between SAMRO’s Principal Territory and some other CISAC
member somewhere in the world i.e., splitting one’s membership in two
between two CMO’s, in practice.
2. Apply to and motivate SAMRO’s Board to allow the author, as a SAMRO
member, to take advantage of CISACs long time unwritten rule that an author
can transfer her/his CMO membership to another CMO membership for a
plethora of reasons.
3. Terminate membership at SAMRO, which does not terminate the assignment
of all works at the time of termination.
4. Leave things as they are with one’s SAMRO membership.
5. Corporatize, own one’s publishing rights and either take one’s publisher
membership directly with another CMO or take SAMRO publisher
membership and apply to split membership or transfer membership entirely.

It can be reasonably concluded that the South African author has no real alternative
to SAMRO in South Africa and absolutely no alternative to CISAC globally, the only
options being as above, each having their own risks and caveats, each which is
unpacked below.

Option 1
“Apply to and motivate SAMRO’s Board to allow the author, as a SAMRO member to
take advantage of SAMRO’s MOI clause 29.4 and splitting membership between
SAMRO’s Principal Territory and some other CISAC member somewhere in the
world i.e., splitting one’s membership in two between two CMO’s, in practice.”
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Currently and for many years SAMRO’s Board has approved authors wishing to split
their membership, with other societies elsewhere so nothing at SAMRO stops any
member applying to the SAMRO Board to do so.

Clause 29.4 says: “Notwithstanding the default requirements in regard to the territory
applicable to the Administered IP Rights, the Board may exempt an Applicant or an
existing Member from the default territories or regions applicable to the IP Rights to
be Administered by, and Assigned to, the Company (e.g. on a Worldwide Basis) and
instead accept a more limited territory or region in respect of all or part of the
Administered IP Rights, provided that the Company shall at all times be empowered
to administer the rights at least in the Principal Territory”
There are real caveats


SAMRO’s approval is factually and legally subject to SAMROs compliance
with Exchange Control Regulations concerning the transfer of capital across
SA borders (copyright is defined as an asset and in this instance the
performing right is owned by SAMRO).



It is not known if SAMRO is compliant, and nothing in its annual financials
going back more than 2 decades indicate that it is compliant. If SAMRO is not
the implications to both SAMRO and the author are significant.

….and more caveats


Where the author was as a SAMRO member, subject to a single tax and legal
system of disclosure and compliance variously , she/he now becomes subject
to two tax and legal systems of disclosure and compliance. This is full of
administrative cost and compliance challenges.



The risk (always real) that another CMO will be worse than SAMRO or
become insolvent or pay less money.



The cost of transferring money across borders (if after splitting membership
the author remains domiciled in South Africa
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In graphic terms, the impact, before and after of an SA author SAMRO member
splitting their membership
Before

After
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Option 2
“Apply to and motivate SAMRO’s Board to allow the author, as a SAMRO member,
to take advantage of CISACs long time unwritten rule that an author can transfer
her/his CMO membership to another CMO membership for a plethora of reasons”

This is a very old unwritten CISAC rule that applied to authors who were separated
from their home countries by conflict (e.g. apartheid, the iron curtain etc). It also
applied to SAMRO publisher members who sought for tax and certain unsavoury
reasons such as sanctions busting (in the day) to split membership.
SAMRO’s Board has on record, been compliant in accepting requests to relocate
author and publisher CMO membership, both during apartheid and since.
Foreign CMOs, particularly in Europe have a history of accepting either direct
membership or split membership from SAMRO members and for their own interests
willingly participated then and now. There is evidence that PRS (UK) and SACEM
(France) have between them more than 30 000 members that are neither UK nor
French citizens, but citizens from former African and other colonies, attracted (lured
some would opine) to CMO membership outside their countries residence and
citizenship on the promise of earning more.

Like with option 1, today there are real caveats


SAMRO Board’s approval is subject to SAMROs compliance with Exchange
Control Regulations concerning the transfer of capital across SA borders
(copyright is defined as an asset and in this instance the performing right is
owned by SAMRO).



It is not known if SAMRO is compliant, and nothing in its annual financials
going back more than 2 decades indicate that it is compliant. If SAMRO is not
the implications to both SAMRO and the author are significant.

….and more caveats
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Where the author was as a SAMRO member, subject to a single tax and legal
system of disclosure and compliance variously , she/he now becomes subject
to two tax and legal systems of disclosure and compliance. This is full of
administrative cost and compliance challenges and applies if one is domiciled
in South Africa, equally whether splitting or transferring membership.



The risk (always real) that another CMO will be worse than SAMRO or
become insolvent or pay less money.



The cost of transferring money across borders (if after transferring
membership the author remains domiciled in South Africa).



If there is ever a challenge with the CMO outside South Africa, legal costs will
be in the currency of that territory. With respect to the UK, EU and the US, this
makes any legal challenge cost-prohibitive and unsustainable.

Option 3
“Terminate membership at SAMRO, which does not terminate the assignment of all
works at the time of termination”

This is a laborious, time consuming and costly process to see through that can take
years. If one terminates membership, who will license and collect on an author’s
works is a question, and who will benefit if not the author is another question….just
further questions, such as, how the author will access an IPI number or ISWCs for
their works, arise. The more an author thinks about it, it just comes a deep hole with
no way out. The specifics of termination of membership are set out in Sections 8.1,
8.2 and 8.3 of SAMRO’s MOI and read as follows:

“8. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
8.1. Membership shall terminate on the following events -
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8.1.1.

termination due to an Ordinary Member not being elected to Associate
Membership or Full Membership within the time period referred to in clause
7.13.

8.1.2.

termination by notice by either the Member or the Company as contemplated
in clauses 8.2 to 8.5.

8.1.3.

termination pursuant to termination of the Company’s related Administration
Rights or lapse of the Member’s Granted IP Rights as contemplated in
clauses 8.6 and 8.7.

8.1.4.

termination subsequent to the death of a Member that is a natural person,
subject to the possible transfer of the Deceased Member’s Interest to an Heir
as contemplated in clauses 8.8 to 8.15; or

8.1.5.

termination subsequent to the insolvency or winding-up of a Member as
contemplated in clauses 8.16 to 8.19.

Member’s termination by notice
8.2. Subject to clauses 8.8 and 8.16, any Member may terminate his Membership by
giving Written notice to the Company not less than 3 (three) calendar months’
prior to 30 April of any year and, if such notice is duly received by the Company,
the Member’s Membership and participation in the Company shall, subject to
clause 8.3, cease with effect from 30 April of the following year (e.g. if notice is
given on 31 January 2020, Membership shall cease on 30 April 2021) and the
provisions of clause 8.20 to 8.22 shall apply.
8.3. The Board may, in its absolute discretion, resolve, following receipt of the notice
referred to in clause 8.2, that the termination of the Membership shall 8.3.1.

only take effect from 30 June (instead of 30 April) of the following year; or

8.3.2.

take effect earlier than 30 April of the following year, provided that the Board
shall as soon as is practical supply the Member with Written notice and
reasons for such resolution.”

Terminating SAMRO membership effectively removes an author from the CMO
system subject to CISAC for which there is also no alternative, for the author. All
CMO’s are subject to the same CISAC rules and tools. Terminating membership of
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SAMRO means terminating the assignment that constitutes the membership
document and effectively having no claim to the performing rights in one’s works
prior to the termination.

There are always two elements of being a SAMRO member that must be addressed
with respect to termination/cancellation/repudiation:



Assignment of the performing rights in an author’s works to SAMRO.



The MOI, rules and regulations governing being a SAMRO member

An author, to be a SAMRO member, assigns her/his performing rights to SAMRO.
There is no provision in the assignment, in its current or historical form, to terminate
the assignment. In the event that an author does repudiate the assignment, certainly
the performing right in all the authors works to that date (of termination/repudiation)
would still be the property of SAMRO.
If an author terminated membership in accordance with the rules/MOI, then post
termination the author would have no basis to secure any performing right income
when the performing right in their works in public was exercised. An author, once a
CMO member, does not own the performing right in her/his works and thus cannot
give or transfer or confer the performing right, only the owner can.
It is said that all decisions are based on alternatives and as there is in real terms no
alternative to a CMO (except in the US) in any country and certainly no alternative to
CISAC, there is no case record of a SAMRO member having terminated
membership, meaning that it can be reasonably concluded that whilst this a
theoretical option it is not a practical option by any means.

Option 4
“Leave things as they are with one’s SAMRO membership”
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For most SAMRO author members, the reality is that such option is the only option
available and inter alia suffer at least 5 outcomes:



The royalty reported by SAMRO is never correct or accurate with all manner
of schemes running e.g. “income smoothing” that ensure an inaccurate and
manipulated royalty outcome.



Parasitic schemes, contra to law running in an amongst the interested parties
of works claiming and being paid royalties, e.g., with composer authors like
“DP IPN#: 00039657154” plaguing public domain works, with the composers
with the last name “Shares”, e.g. SAMRO member called “SAMRO Shares”,
using IPN# 00039748460 and IPN# 00000748640, and one of 14 composer
author CMO members, each with the last name “Shares”, each with an IPI#
and one each per at least 14 CMOs globally, and then also amongst
composer author plundering pseudonyms like SAMRO member “David
Kitsega IPN#: 00706694522”.



The need to need to get involved and to take board positions out of sheer
frustration, play politics just in order to sort their own issues out, never mind
assisting other SAMRO members.



Apathy and abandonment that things can ever change.



If an author does not live in Johannesburg, the author will suffer from location
prejudice, meaning that it will always cost the author outside Johannesburg
marginally more to deal and communicate with SAMRO, then the author living
in Johannesburg.

An author knows that in addition to the above, the level of knowledge at all levels at
SAMRO as regards copyright and copyright law, is, to be diplomatic, abysmal to nonexistent. It has not occurred to any SAMRO Board in the past 60 years of SAMRO’s
existence, that if the organization is deep in the copyright industries, that it should
have proper qualified copyright law knowledge in this regard, that are not
“experience” based but qualified. In its history SAMRO has never employed qualified
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copyright law capacity and skills, nor have their CMO counterparts elsewhere for that
matter either.

The only silver lining then, if any, is that an SAMRO author can deploy digital
scanning services to accurately capture and collect the real number of plays of
her/his works….and not rely on SAMRO, but on SAMRO’s formulas using accurate
and real data and mitigate SAMROs inability to account accurately.

Option 5
“Corporatize, own one’s publishing rights and either take one’s publisher
membership directly with another CMO or take SAMRO publisher membership and
apply to split membership or transfer membership entirely”

Before even thinking about motivating the splitting and transferring an author’s CMO
membership, corporatizing has long been a route long favoured by many authors for
many reasons, including owning their reproduction rights, and keeping their eggs in
two baskets so to speak (author and publisher), not one, as well as forming a check
and balance comparison system with respect to royalty reporting. To name a few,
think of:



Miriam Makeba (Makeba Music Corp) 1961



Soul Brothers (Soul Brothers Music) 1981



Steve Dyer (Ikwezi Musi) 1997



Oliver Mtukudzi (Tuku Music) 1999



Ringo Madlingozi (Ringo Madlingozi Music Productions) 1999



DJ Cleo (Will of Steel Productions) 2000



Black Coffee (Soulistic Music) 2005



Hlengiwe Mhlaba (Mhlaba Music and Entertainment) 2009



Black Motion (Spirit Motion) 2012



Thandi Ntuli (Ndlela Music Company) 2018
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There have been many South African authors who woke up to the importance of
owning their own publishing as a first step – thereafter its business to business, with
SAMRO, or anyone else.

From the publisher perspective this approach has less ramifications in that a
publisher’s agreement with SAMRO or any other CMO does not transfer any
performing right copyright in musical and literary works to SAMRO, as the publisher
does not own this right and submits to the primacy of SAMRO in this regard. Instead
it confirms the publishers right to collect a share of the income arising from the
performing right from SAMRO, from the CMO.

If the SAMRO publisher member splits or transfers membership to another CMO
outside South Africa, then the same disclosure and reporting requirements as
Options 1 and 2 apply.

Having addressed the options an author has in respect of collecting her/his
performing royalty income, there are other issues to address.

There is a view doing the rounds that SAMRO, or any CMO for that matter, can be
“bypassed”. This is not true and needs qualification. Authors will know that it does
not matter where their CMO membership is in the world, all performing right royalties
arising in South Africa are, have been and will be for the foreseeable future,
collected by SAMRO – for an author there is no way around this.

There is also a long debated view amongst SAMRO author members that there are
ethical and moral issues with respect as to how an author structures their performing
rights collection, however there is non-coherence and a lack of consensus as to what
the ethical and moral issues actually are and their impact and still others resist this
notion, pointing out to personal practicalities.
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Other still are not interested in morals and ethics when it comes to their royalty
income…….citizenship be damned…it’s all about the money.

It can be concluded that there is no one-size that fits all as far as morals and ethics
go, however a global view of the landscape indicates that there are moral and ethical
implications for some, arising from answers to the following questions:



Why exclude SAMRO, the only local CISAC member collection society for
performing rights in South Africa, from the benefit of the income from 170 +
countries, when one lives in SA?



Why exclude the South African state and SARS from at least €50 million forex
or the offset of withholding and other taxes in other countries?



Why purposefully reduce SAMRO’s income, it being axiomatic that the royalty
generated by South African works in 170 countries is far greater than such
generated in the Principal Territories?

There are, for some, no ethical and moral implications that apply in pursuit of what is
an author’s due, whether actual or perceived, and securing same, for two reasons:

o Either the author has not given any thought other than the blind pursuit
of what is one’s due; or
o They have given thought to the ethical and moral implications and are
not swayed in the pursuit of what is one’s due, the way they think or
have been advised, is best.

Not excluded from landscape is that in the mix there are those, who are motivated
purely by some form or other of unlawfulness, illegality, evasion, avoidance, and
criminality.
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Further queries on ethical and moral issues are:



If the bulk of the performance of an SA author’s works occurs within South
Africa, why would that author want South Africa to pay in forex for the
performing of the work, it can be asked, with the only option being to retrieve
the money after currency conversion, transfer, and with-holding tax costs,
when the alterative, is to collect directly from SAMRO?



Conversely it can also be asked if the bulk of an SA’s the performance of an
SA author’s works occurs outside of South Africa why would that author want
South Africa to collect the forex for the performing of the work, when there are
alternatives which the author believes or may believe will earn him/her a
greater share of the income due?



It is ethical and moral to comply with the law one is subject to, so legal
compliance for the SA citizen and domicile exists when splitting or transferring
an SA Author’s rights across the border
o Performing rights

an author does not own these rights, so the

onus to comply with Exchange Control Regulations, falls upon
SAMRO, when one splits or transfers CMO membership outside South
Africa. The same applies to publisher members, the onus falls upon
SAMRO, the rights owner to comply with the Exchange Control
Regulations.
o Reproduction (mechanical) rights in the main publisher’s own these
rights, not the author – the smart author owns the publisher her/his
rights are assigned to – when splitting or transferring these rights
across borders then the obligation for compliance with Exchange
Control Regulations falls upon the publisher. When spitting or
transferring these rights from CAPASSO to another BIEM (CISAC)
member CMO outside South Africa, it likely still falls upon the
publisher, as a CAPASSO agreement is not an assignment so simply
its territory becomes limited to South Africa and the publisher enters a
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second BIEM (CSAC) member CMO agreement without the
involvement or permission of CAPASSO. If CAPASSO holds a world –
wide reproduction (mechanical) rights agreement, then CAPASSO will
be the authoriser for the rights to cross the border

What cannot be denied are the ethical and moral problems that arise when:



SAMRO has to pay in forex when an SA author’s or SA publishers works are
performed on SA media



The transfer or splitting of CMO for performing rights across the border
removes the income of 170 countries to SAMRO/SA (in respect of the works
ever coming to/being reported in South Africa. From an aggregate effect the
impact on SAMRO’s income and the state’s income is significant, way too big
to ignore.



Laws are broken and tax compliance is avoided or evaded.

Considerations
An SA author who is a citizen and domiciled in SA and a SAMRO member would
give the following consideration before splitting or transferring their membership:



The country(s) where their works are most performed and used.
If an author’s works are mostly performed in South Africa and on SA media,
then it makes no sense for South Africa to pay in forex to use the music.
Conversely it also does not hold that if an author’s works are performed
mostly outside South Africa, it is better to take membership with a CMO
outside South Africa – there are other considerations.



The legal compliance obligations and implications of splitting or transferring
membership.
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These are real and exist – the moment an author wants to transfer rights or
have membership transferred across the SA border, additional legal reporting
and compliance issues arise, which need be carefully studied and
professional advice sought.


The accounting, currency, tax, and administration implications.
These are real and exist – the moment an author wants to transfer rights or
have membership transferred across the SA border, additional tax and
currency transfer issues arise, which need be carefully studied and
professional advice sought



The net income impact to the authors net income.
Very often the idea of earning royalties in a foreign currency is sexy, invariably
as most people imagine, leading to increased earnings. As others know, after
deductions of with-holding tax, fluctuating currency transfer costs and bank
charges, increased earnings is not always the case.



The ethical and moral implications.
As noted above there is wide variance between authors and the meaning,
role, and relevance of ethical and moral implications when and if transferring
or splitting CMO membership. It must be said that there are those who care
and those who care only for themselves, meaning that they don’t care for
anything but their respective pockets and could care less if Rome burnt so
speak.

Best practice
Authors often wonder about this and search around for perhaps a book or article on
the matter. They find a sparse landscape that has little uniformity. So, as mentioned
earlier, its different strokes for different folks, meaning that an author’s case is an
author’s case, and the author must be mindful that their case is unique to her/him.
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This makes the very concept of best practice with respect to collection of an author’s
performing right royalties a challenge both to identify and when identified, to navigate
and to do so sustainably and maintainably.

What can be said, is that for authors there are some do’s and there are come don’ts
with respect to collection of an author’s performing right royalties. Once again
viewpoints are non-coherent on this matter, with a range of different well supported
views, however common to all are the notions that:



The collection of an author’s performing right royalties structure that makes
the most money, is the way to go.



Author or co-author at least one (or more) globally great work – which is
defined as a work, listened to and loved repeatedly, generating hundreds of
millions of streams/downloads.



Do things as legally, however when shortcuts appear to be an option, take
them, excuses can come later.

Those long in the tooth cannot be counted to on to provide any advice other than
that motivated by pure self-interest, however it is likely there is consensus in the dos
and don’ts paradigm as below:

1. Do be very careful and always apply a duty of care to one’s works and what
one do.
2. Respect one’s signature, it is one’s power, never give it to anyone.
3. Do homework, good decisions arise from good information.
4. Bite only what you can chew.
5. Stay compliant with disclosure and tax, at all times.
6. Understand that one’s works speaks for one, creation is not a marketing
exercise.
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7. Apply the shortest distance (between two points) rule, between one one’s
money.
8. Do understand that the English language is a very dangerous
language…spoken and written English do not always align.
9. Be clear that the more moving parts, the greater the risk (of problems).
10. Cut one’s cloth to fit one’s table.
11. A professional avoids any type of DIY to professional challenges.

The don’ts are very basic:

1. Don’t break the law in any manner.
2. Don’t let the cost/benefit of any decision one makes, fall on the cost.
3. Don’t take short-cuts.
4. Don’t evade and avoid.
5. Don’t have a legal problem, with respect to one’s rights in a country one is not
domiciled in.
6. Don’t take the English language lightly.
7. Don’t be greedy at the expense of any statutory institution anywhere.
8. Don’t lie or omit the truth.

What the above all translates to when it comes to one performing right royalty
structure, is that if an author is an SA citizen and SA domiciled, then taking SAMRO
membership for the world is likely the best practice to follow. If the author has issues
of any kind, SAMRO as a South African NPC can be addressed in the South Africa
directly and if needed in the South African courts. This applies to the majority of
SAMRO members.

Those authors who are SAMRO members and SA domiciled but not SA citizens
always have the option to leave to take SAMRO membership for the world as well as
the option to split their membership between SAMRO and another CMO elsewhere,
or indeed to transfer their membership to a country the authors are neither a citizen
of, nor domiciled in.
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There is a strong argument that an author should keep her/his global membership in
the country where they are domiciled in, meaning that domiciled in South Africa an
author takes SAMRO membership - the ethical and moral implications being indelible
and undeniable, as are the negative consequence to SAMRO’s income and
wellbeing.

There is some hard-line thinking afoot. The issue of splitting or transferring
membership, if compliant with Exchange Control Regulations, would rarely occur, so
debilitating are the economic ramifications to South Africa. The fact that debate on
the matter has surfaced and that scores of authors in the main motivated by selfinterest and supporting advice have motivated the movement in whole or part of their
performing right royalty income to be collected and paid outside of South Africa. This
is not good for the South African copyright industries and for there are but a handful
of SA authors, who after all is said and done, who have found or will find it efficient in
all respects to split or transfer their performing right royalty income outside South
Africa.

In concluding, a reader perhaps can’t help noticing or maybe wondering how a
discussion as regards navigating the performing right royalty collection landscape
and options facing a SAMRO member can lead down so many important nooks and
crannies that permeate one sector of the copyright industries, and further where
such may lead to. Copyright is a hairsbreadth, those in the know, would venture from
being copy ”wrong”. Business practice in the copyright industries elucidate and
manifest the worst human nature has to offer, and does so, it is said, for one reason,
its private….no-one knows or will know, no government has access, human nature
run amok.
However, it is likely that when governments do wake up to the extent of the financial
malfeasance and its value, riding unfettered in the copyright industries globally, this
will change. There is a case to be made that for those organizations at the helm of
the copyright industries across the musical work and sound recording sectors
especially those with or connected to a global footprint or network, might wish to take
an urgent look that their business practices. If not, it can be argued that those will
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face the imminent nano-scrutiny by the new entrants, those whose financial power to
disrupt is unquestioned, of every single transaction value on every single statement
from every single territory on every single media and format, by the very same folk
who have made copyright an asset class of late, legally far more vicious and brutal it
is said, than any government. As Intel’s Andy Grove once reputed to have said “Only
the paranoid survive”.
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